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Derby Historical Society to serve up open hearth cooking
By Ralph Villers
ANSONIA - The Derby Historical Society will hold an Open
Hearth Cooking Demonstration from 1-4 p.m. Nov. 18 at the
David Humphreys House, 37 Elm St.
Docents will cook seasonal favorites from the 18th century over
the open hearth. Food samples and a cup of mulled cider will be
provided.
As a member of the Derby Historical Society’s board, I’ve
always been impressed with the 1698 homestead currently
undergoing renovations.
It is always fun to visit the Humphreys house to see how life was
lived in the past.
There is a wheelchair ramp which allows me to enter the first
floor. With hearths ablaze, it is stiflingly warm by the central
fireplaces, while drafty and cold elsewhere.
We take for granted things like
electricity, central heating,
upholstered furniture, and
modern cooktops. A visit that
evokes the way things were
done long ago is quite
instructive.
I always enjoy the food at the
demonstration. In the past, I
have sampled the following:
turkey, brown bread, squash
pie, pumpkin soup, fresh
applesauce, vegetables
cooked in hallowed out
pumpkins and freshly churned butter.
There is even a way to toast bread at the fireplace using an iron. Think
about that as you push the lever down on your toaster.
We can also appreciate how easy it is to cook in modern times - and the
very physical effort needed to prepare a meal. The cast iron pots are very
heavy and the cook works around an open fire.
I imagine the dangerous conditions led to a bevy of injuries including
sprains and burns liable to occur at any, perhaps every meal.
The suggested donation for this event is $5. Parking is available in the lot
or on nearby Thomas Street.
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Final Fall Foliage
The glow of Autumn on the
Ansonia Hilltop is nicely
showcased here.
- Photo by
Patricia Villers
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